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Mediation and Automatization

EDWIN HUTCHINS

Mediaion refers to a particular mode of organizing behavior with respect to some task by achieving
coordination with a mediating structure that is not itself inherent in the domain of the task. That is, in
a mediated performance, the actor does not simply coordinate with the task environment, instead, the
actor coordinates with something else as well, something that provides structure that can be used to
shape the actor's behavior. What this something else is, where it may be located, and how simultane-
ous coordination with it and some task relevant environment is achieved are central questions in under-
standing what sorts of creatures we humans are. Skill automatization refers to the process presumed to
underlie the observation that skilled performance may become effortless or phenomenologically
"automatic" after extensive practice. This note discusses some relationships between these two concepts
based on the behavioral properties of "neurally inspired" models of cognitive processing. The first sec-
tion attempts to explore the sorts of activities that are involved in the use of a simpk mediating artifact.
Here I make two assumptions: (a) that all "skilled" performances are initially mediated by some struc-
ture, either internal or external, that provides some sort of description of the performance of the skill,
and (b) that the descriptions in this mediating structure provide constraints on behavior; constraints that
can be used to control behavior. The control may not be direct in the sense of producing behavior. The
constraints need only permit the actor to evaluate behavior that has been produced and to judge whether
or not it is appropriate. In the worst case the actor might behave randomly until an appropriate
behavior was produced. In such a case, learning would be undirected and would surely be very slow,
but it could still occur. The second section describes what a parallel distributed processing (PDP) or
"connectionist" approach to cognition would lead us to expect as consequences of repeated mediated
task performance. In brief, this approach leads us to expect that a neural apparatus will learn the
sequence of states that constitute the task, and with sufficient practice may be able to move through
them without the application of the constraints provided by the mediating structure. I will argue that
this condition of no-longer-mediated performance is precisely what has been seen as automatized per-
formance and that the changes that obviate the need for mediation are the processes underlying the
development of skill automatization.

The phenomena of mediated performance are absolutely ubiquitous. For the purposes of exposition I
have chosen as an example a simple explicit external mediation device, a checklist. Many tasks in our
culture are mediated by checklists or checklist-like artifacts, but even considering all of them would not
scratch the surface of the full range of mediated performance. Language, cultural knowledge, mental
models, arithmetic procedures, and rules of logic are all mediating structures too. So are traffic lights,
supermarket layouts, and the contexts we arrange for each other's behavior. Mediating structure can be
embodied in artifacts, in ideas, in systems of social interaction, or in all of these at once. I have chosen
the checklist because it is an artifact that provides a relatively explicit example of mediation for which
a relatively simple exposition can be given.

-";""



2 Enwi Hurma s

CHECKLIST AS MEDIATING STRUCTURE

Consider an actor using a checklist to organize the performance of a task where it is essential that
the actions of the performance be taken in a particular order and that all of the actions be taken before
the performance is judged complete. In order to use a checklist as a guide to action, the task performer
must coordinate with both the checklist and the environment in which the actions are to be taken.
Achieving coordination with the checklist requires the actor to invoke procedures for the use of the
checklist. These include reading skills and a strategy of sequential execution that permits the task per-
former to ensure that the steps will be done in the correct order and that each step will be done once
and only once. The fixed linear structure of the checklist permits the user to accomplish this by simply
keeping track of an index that indicates the rst unexecuted (or last executed) item. Real checklists
often provide additional features to aid in the maintenance of this index: boxes to tick when steps are
completed, a window that moves across the checklist, etc. The mediating artifact has been designed
with particular structural features that can be exploited by some procedure to produce a useful coordina-
tion. Such a procedure can be seen as meta-mediation, a mediating artifact that permits the use of
some other mediating artifact. An actor always incurs some cognitive costs in coordinating with a
mediating structure. But the savings of the mediated performance over the unmediated performance
hopefully outweigh the costs of using it. The reduction of error or increase in efficiency obtained via
the use of the checklist may compensate for the effort required to use it. For the unskilled performer,
of course, the task may be impossible without the use of the checklist so the economy of mediated per-
formance in that case is clear.

The first stage in the use of the checklist is depicted in Figure 1. The left-hand column of the figure
contains relevant things inside the actor and the right-hand column contains relevant things in the
environment of the actor. All of the things listed are brought into coordination with each other by the
actor to achieve the described action. The items in UPPERCASE letters are the things that are meant
to be shaped or brought into existence by the action. Figures 1 through 4 present a pseudo-sequential
picture of the actual activities of the user of a checklist. Because the action described by each figure
depends in some way on the actions in the previous figures, it is tempting to think of these as sequen-
tial stages. However, because of interactions among them in the doing of the task, they are better
thought of as concurrent levels of activity than as stages.

In finding the next step to do in the checklist, the actor invokes the sequential execution strategy on
the checklist to determine which step is the next one, and possibly to determine an index of the next
step that can be remembered. There are two related issues concerning this index: where it is stored and
what it contains. The index could be encoded in the memory of the actor, or the actor could take some
action on the world, making a mark on the checklist itself for example, that acts as the index. The con-
tent of the index might be simply a mark on paper, a number if the steps are numbered, the lexical or

INSIDE OUTSIDE

Sequential Strategy Checklist

(as a list of steps)

NEXT STEP INDEX NEXT STEP

FIGMRE 1. Finding the next step.

------------ D " w- 4 % % % %'. "%"



MEDIATION AND AUTOMATILATION 3

semantic content of the step description itself, or something else. Each of these alternatives requires a
different procedure to implement the sequential execution strategy. For example, if the content of the
step index is the lexical or semantic content of the step itself, then finding the next step and establish-
ing the step index are the same action. If the content of the step index is a mark on a paper or a
number to be recorded or remembered, then some action in addition to finding the next step must be
undertaken to establish the step index. While the primary product of the application of this strategy is
the determination of the next step to do, it is important to notice that either the checklist as an object in
the environment or the procedure that implements the sequential execution strategy may also be
changed as a consequence of the activities involved in finding the next step.

Having generated a step index (in whatever form) the actor can bring that index into coordination
with the checklist to focus attention on the current step. While the goal of the use of the checklist as a
mediating artifact is to ensure sequential control for the actions taken in the task domain, it is clear that
the task of bringing the checklist into coordination with the domain of action may not itself be linearly
sequential. For example, if a user loses track of the step index, in order to determine the next step to
be taken, the user may go back to the beginning of the checklist and proceed through each step in the
checklist, not executing it. but asking of the task world whether or not the expected consequences of the
step's execution are present. When a step is reached whose consequences are not present in the task
world, it may be assumed that it has not yet been executed. This is a simple illustration of the potential
complexity of the meta-mediation that may be undertaken in the coordination of a mediating structure
with a task world.

P Once the current step has been identified, the user may coordinate its printed representation with
shallow reading skills in order to produce an internal representation of what the step says in words.
This is depicted in Figure 2. The shallow reading skills here refer to organized (possibly already
automated) internal structures that can create internal representations of words from their external
printed counterparts! It is obvious that this may proceed concurrendy with the stage of reading what the
step means. However, I have separated shallow and deep readings primarily because shallow and deep
readings produce different sorts of products that can be shown to exist independently. Thus, a user who
does not understand the domain of action may know and be able to recall what a step "says" without
having any idea at all of what it "means."

INSIDE OUTSIDE

Next step index Checklist
(as a list of steps)

Shallow Reading CURRENT STEP

"WHAT THE STEP SAYS"
WORDS

FIGURE 2. Finding what the step says.

I Whether this intemal represensauon is pnmarly auditory or visual or something else. I do no( know The important thing is that

it be capable of perning the actor to "remember" the lexical content of the step at a later ume.

I'
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Figuring out what a step means requires the coordination of what the step says with the task world
via the mediation of a deeper sort of reading (see Figure 3). This deep reading relies on two internal
structures, one that can provide semantic mappings from linguistic descriptions provided by the check-
list to states in the world and another to provide readings of the task world to see what is there. What
the words in the step description are thought to mean may depend upon the state of the task world that
has been produced by prior steps. In this process it also becomes clear that the right way to think of
this situation is not that the words and the world are coordinated by language in order to produce the
meanings, but that the meanings, the world, and the words are all put in coordination with each other
via the mediating structure of language. As we saw in Figure 1, the item in uppercase letters is in
some sense the product of the activity, but the other items with which it is brought into coordination
may be changed in the process of producing the producL Thus, the structure of language may be
changed by its use, and what is thought to be in the world may be changed by describing it in a novel
way. All of the structures provide constraints on the others, and all are to some extent malleable. The
system composed of task performer, mediating structures, and task world settles into a solution that
satisfies as many constaints as is possible.

Finally, having determined what the step means, the user of the checklist may take actions on (and
in) the world to carry out the step. This is described in Figure 4. Whether the action should be placed
inside or outside the actor is difficult to say. This is because actions taken on the environment involve
phenomena inside and outside the actor and because for some mental acts the task world itself is inside.
In any case, the meaning of the step. the action, and the task world are brought into coordination. Hav-
ing completed this step the checklist user may rind the next step and continue.

While following the checklist, high-level control of task-related behavior is given over in part to the
structure of the mediating artifact. The interaction with the checklist produces for the actor a sequence
of experiences of step descriptions. Each of these experiences may have several components: what the
step says, what the step means, and the actions in the task world that carry out the step. While it might
have seemed at first blush that the actor alternates coordinating with the checklist and coordinating with
the world, the coordination with the two media is in fact simultaneous to the extent that understanding a
step in the description may depend upon understanding the state of the world in which it is to be car-
ried OUL The experience of the meanings of the description of the steps embeds experience of the task
world, and the doing of the actions embeds the experience of the meaning of the task steps. The
importance of this is that in this mediated performance the actor becomes a special sort of medium that
can provide continuous coordination among several structured media. Looking at Figures 1 through 4,

INSIDE OUTSIDE

"What the step says" words

Language Task World
Deep Reading
World Understanding

"WHAT THE STEP MEANS"

IDEAS/IMAGES

FIGURE 3 Discvermi; what the step mews
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MEDIATION AND AuToMA,,nZAnON 5

INSIDE OUTSIDE

"What the step means"
ideas/images

TASK WORLD
Planning

ACTION

FIGURE 4. Pedomig die step.

we see that many layers of transformed mediating structure may lie between a simple mediating artifact
like a checklist and a task performance.

CONSEQUENCES OF MEDIATED TASK PERFORMANCE

Parallel distributed processing (PDP) models of cognition assume an architecture of computation that
is inspired by the general organization of neural networks in biological organisms.2 A PDP system con-
sists of a set of processing units and a set of unidirectional connections between the units. At each
moment in time, each unit has an activation value. This activation is passed through the connections to
other units in the system. Each connection has a strength that determines the amount of effect that the
unit sending activation has on the unit receiving activation. The combined inputs to a unit from other
units along with its own activation value determine its new activation value. If we were to force some
subset of the units of the system to assume particular activation values, the effects of that input would
propagate across the connections and the set of units as a whole would assume a pattern of activation
that is determined by the combined effects of the structure of the input we forced upon it and the pat-
tern of the strengths of the connections among the units. Such a pattern of activation across the set of
units as a whole can be interpreted as a state of the system. When we are thinking of PDP networks as
cognitive systems, a state as a pattern of activation across the units corresponds to a representation.
Such a simple system can do pattern matching and can complete patterns from incomplete inputs.
Which states the system assumes in response to which inputs is governed by the pattern of connectivity
among the units. What the system knows is encoded in the connections among the units rather than in
the activation states the units assume. The strengths of the connections among the units are not fixed.
Instead, they can be modified on the basis of experience. This means that the state the system assumes
in response to an input can change, or, put in other words, the system can learn to respond to an input
in a particular way. If the units that are the output of the network are connected back into the network's
own input, the network can be trained on a sequence of states and will learn to transition through the
sequence automatically. With appropriate training, the occurrence of each state in the network becomes
the condition that causes the network to assume the following state. Notice that while the states of the

2 There is not sfficient space hen to adequa.ely explain how PDP systems actually work. In the following paragraphs. I outline
some of their mom IZSefest in ficuonal properties. I rfer the uiteested reader to Rumelhat and McClelland, 1986.
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6 EwiN surcKms

network may be taken as explicit representations, the way the network gets from state to state is not
explicitly represented anywhere in the network. It is implicit in the pattern of connectivity among
units.

Imagine three such neural netw cs: a lexical network dedicated to representing what the steps of
the checklist say, a semantic network dedicated to representing what the steps mean, and an action net-
work dedicated to effecting the actions taken in the task world. All three of these may be working con-
currently. When the checklist user performs a step, all three networks are activated. The shallow read-
ing of the step itself produces a state in the lexical network. The working-out of the meaning of the
step produces a state in the semantic network, and the performance of the actions that constitute the
doing of the step produce states in the action network. The states in these networks are related to each
other by the mediating structures (listed in Figures 1 through 4) that propagate state from one network
to the next (see Figure 5). Let us now consider what might happen to this system with repeated perfor-
mance of the task. As the user of the checklist reads each step in turn, the network that is dedicated to
representing what the steps say is driven through a sequence of states that is repeated each time the
checklist is followed. As a consequence, with repetition, the network learns the sequence of states pro-
duced by the shallow reading of the checklist, thereby internalizing the checklist. Here, by "internaliz-
ing the checklist" I mean specifically the development of a network that when placed in a state
corresponding to the experience of "what Step N says" will transition automatically to a state
corresponding to the experience of "what Step N+1 says."

Once such an internalized version of the checklist is developed, it may become the controlling struc-
ture for subsequent performances. This is shown in Figure 6. This amounts to the task performer hav-
ing learned what the checklist says so that instead of reading the next step, he can "remember" what the
next step says, use that to construct the meaning of the next step, and use that meaning to organize an
action. A performance guided by the memory of the checklist is still a mediated task performance, but
the mediating structure is now internal rather than external. The lexical network that encodes what the
steps of the checklist say provides explicit representations of the steps of the procedure. It can move
through a sequence of states, each of which corresponds to the experience of reading what a step on the
checklist says. Moving from external to internal mediation also introduces new possibilities for the
relations between the actor and the environment because the environment no longer need contain the
mediating structure. The actor can deal with a wider range of environments. If the external mediating
structure has been provided by the activities of another person, once the actor had internalized the struc-
ture provided by the other, he could act alone. 3

Checklist Step 1 OUTSIDE4
Lexical Network WHAT STEP 1 SAYS

Semantic Network WHAT STEP I MEANS INSIDE4
Action Network ACTION 1

FIGURE 5. The networks activated in the performance of a step.

3 Thw echoes Vygouky's general genetic law of development with the two appearances of the mediating strhcture. one
interpsychological and the other intrapsychological.

% "



MEDIATION AND AL-rOMATIZATION 7

Step I Step 2 Step N

WHAT STEP I SAYS - WHAT STEP 2 SAYS - WHAT STEP N SAYS

WHAT STEP 1 MEANS WHAT STEP 2 MEANS WHAT STEP N MEANS

ACTION 1 ACTION 2 ACTION N

FIGURE 6. Internalization of the checklist by the lexical network. The lexical network has intemalized the succession of states
corresponding to the experience of reading the steps of the checklisL The horizontal arrows represent the learned state transitions
in the lexical network. The vernical arrows represent the mediated propagation of state from the lexical to the semantic network via
language skills and from the semantic to the action network via planning and motor skills.

Of course, at the same time that the neural network dedicated to the representation of what the steps
say is being driven through a series of states, so is the neural network dedicated to representing the
meanings of the steps. This is shown in Figure 7. Once this semantic network has been trained, the
actor can remember the meanings of the steps, if necessary, without reference to the memory of what
the steps say. Since that other structure is around, however, and since people are unrelentingly oppor-
tunistic it is likely that both the memory of the meaning of the step and the meaning derived from
interpreting the memory of what the step says will be used in concert to determine the meaning of the
step. Furthermore, a task performer may learn about the semantics of the domain and use that addi-
tional knowledge as yet another internal mediating structure in a subtask of deriving constraints on the
meaning of the next step to help in the reconstruction process that is remembering. This is an argument
for the value of conceptual learning beyond rote learning.

But something else is happening too. In the use of both the external checklist and the internalized
checklist, the neural apparatus involved in the performance of the task is driven through a sequence of
states. Because of the nature of the structured interaction of the task performer with the environment,
the sequence of states is repeated more or less consistently each time the checklist is followed. The
network begins to encode the sequential relations among the successive states. Something of the organ-
ization of the n-lth state is in the potential of the network when the nth state is present. Thus. the
action network begins to internalize the sequence of steps of the task in a different sense than the inter-
nalization of the words or meanings of the checklist itself. This latter internalization is implicit
whereas the internalization of the lexical ad the semantic representations were explicit. With this
encoding of the sequence represented implicitly in the connections of the action network, the network,
once placed in State I. can do the task automatically without reference to any explicit representation of
the sequence. The mediated performances leading up to this state could be thought of as training trials
for the network that produces the action. The system has now reached the condition described by Figure
8. In this condition, for a normal task performance, the action network no longer needs the organizing
constraints of the mediating structure. Once placed in the initial state, the action network simply transi-
tions through the states that constitute the doing of the task. This is the nature of automatized skill per-
fomances: Automatized performances are performances that no longer utilize the organizing con-
straints of the mediating structure. Of course, if exceptional circumstances arise in the task world, the
automatized performance may fail, requiring additional recourse to the mediating structure.

. • ... "." ....-, . , . .. . . .• " '. • - ,.". . " "."; , ".". . • ,_ " , ,'' _, v,." ' A "-- 1,---' -. ",--"



8 EnwiN HurctaNs

Step 1 Step 2 Step N

WHAT STEP 1 SAYS - WHAT STEP 2 SAYS - WHAT STEP N SAYS
I I I
I I II I I
I I I

WHAT STEP 1 MEANS - WHAT STEP 2 MEANS -* WHAT STEP N MEANS

ACTION 1 ACTION 2 ACTION N

FIGURE 7. Automatizaton of the step meaning sequence by the sematic network. The semantic network has irternatized the
succession o states corresponding to the meanings of the steps of the checklisL The solid vertical arrows represent the mediated
propagation of state from the semantic to action network The dashed vertical arrows represent the available but not normally
needed mediated propagation of state from the lexical network to Vhe semartic network.

It is important to see that internalized memory of the checklist must become an automatized system
before it can be used alone to control the states of the action network. Internalized mediation systems,
while having explicit representational content in their states, rely for their controlling behavior on
automatized implicit encodings of relations among their states. The issue of what is implicit and what is
explicit depends upon the question being asked. The internalized memory for the checklist consists of
states that represent explicit descriptions of the actions to be taken. But the sequential relations among
those step descriptions are implicitly encoded in the pattern of connectivity of the lexical network much
as the sequential relations among the step descriptions in the external checklist were implicitly encoded
in their spatial relations on the checklist artifact itself. Consider briefly another common mediating
structure, alphabetical order. It is used in many storage and retrieval schemes in our culture, so pains
are taken to ensure that children learn it. In learning the alphabet song, the child is developing an
explicit internalized automatized version of the alphabet structure. The content of the states, the words
of the song, are explicit, but the sequential relations among them-which were provided by another
mediating system, a teacher-are implicit. A child who knows the song can tell you what comes after
P (perhaps after singing the first 17 letters) but that same child will have a difficult time saying why Q
follows P. There is simply no explicit representation of that in what the child knows.

The same thing would be true for the meanings of the steps were it not for the potential mediating
role of conceptual knowledge in the task domain. If conceptual knowledge is tied to the meanings of
the steps, some other network in the system may assume states that explicitly represent a reason why
Step N + I follows Step N. However, such a mediating structure need not be learned before the
sequence of meanings of the steps is learned. Sometimes we discover why we do some task the way
we do long after we have learned to do the task itself.

A common observation concerning automatized skill is that skilled performers may have difficulty
saying how it is they do what they do. Two reasons for this fall out of this analysis. First, the automa-
tized action network for the checklist is a way of producing in the relation of the person to the environ-
ment a sequence of actions that constitute the doing of the steps described by the checklist. Because it
encodes a relationship between the person and the environment, the execution of the checklist by the
automatized action network requires the cooperation of the environment in a way that remembering the
checklist does not. For example, the attempt to do a step can be frustrated by the lack in the environ-
ment of something required by the step. Yet one may remember a description of a step even though
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Step 1 Step 2 Step N

WHAT STEP 1 SAYS - WHAT STEP 2 SAYS - WHAT STEP N SAYS
I I I

,II I
I II

WHAT STEP 1 MEANS - WHAT STEP 2 MEANS - WHAT STEP N MEANS
I II

III

ACTION 1 0 ACTION 2 0 ACTION N

FIGURE 8. Automatization of the action sequence by the action network. The action network has internalized the succession of
states corresponding to the actions taken in the task world. There is no longer a need for any mediation in the task performance.
The entire structure is present, however, and could be invoked following any of the pathways present. The dashed vertical arrows
represent not normally needed mediated propagation of state from the lexical network through the semantic network to the action
network.

the conditions required to carry it out are absent. In the example above, the actor may be forced by the
lack of the required condition to do some other actions in preparation for the previously frustrated step.
In giving an account of how to do a task, the task performer must assume a world, or perhaps more
correctly, the report itself implies a world in which the described actions make sense. Except where the
task in question occurs in a very stable set of environments, the assumed world is certain to differ from
many of the actual worlds in which the task is attempted and the description will therefore fail for
many of the actual worlds in which the task is performed. Second, the reports skilled performers can
give are generally based on the mediating structures that were used to control their behavior while they
were acquiring automatized skill. The accounts that are given, being descriptions of mediating struc-
ture, may be just what is needed to communicate the skill from one person to another because the only
way to produce the automatized skill is to have the network learn it from experience and the only way
for a novice to experience it is by use of mediating structure. However, if the memory for the mediating
structure has atrophied as a result of long disuse during automatized performance, when we ask an
expert how something is done, there may simply be no meaningful answer to be given. The automated
system does what it has been trained to do, but it has no explicit representation of what it is doing.
The representation of what it is doing exists only in the apparatus that provided the training, that is, the
mediating structure that is now degraded.

Another situation that results in the expert task performer being unable to account for his or her own
task performance arises when the mediating structure is present as a set of constraints in the environ-
ment that shape the development of the action network directly without the development of internaliza-
tions of explicit mediating representations. This seems to be the case for many motor skills. When
asked to describe how the skill is performed, such an expert may describe events in which the skill was
manifested. One view of such a response might be that the expert is being uncooperative, but when we
understand that the mediating structure was in the environment of the skill acquisition, we see that
describing events in which the skill was manifested is the best the expert can do to describe the mediat-
ing structure under which the skill developed.

With this example I have attempted to highlight the complexity and richness of interaction of media-
tion structures of different sorts in the performance of what seemed at the outset to be a relatively sim-
ple mediated task performance. I don't think this analysis should lead us to change our minds about the

r_ ,,
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relative simplicity of using checklists. On the contrary I hope it heightens our awareness of the diver-
sity of kinds of mediating structure that come into play in everyday cognitive activities. In order to get
useful mental work done, of course, the actor must be capable of bringing these structures into coordi-
nation with each other. As we saw with the coordination of the checklist with the task world, bringing
mediating structures into coordination may require still more (meta-)mediating structures. The conse-
quences of the lack of this ability are encoded in our folk wisdom about the differences between "book
learning" and experience. One may have complete mastery over a major mediating structure for some
task, but no development whatever of the meta-mediation required to put it to work in a real task
environment.

In this view, what we learn and what we know and what our culture knows for us in the form of the
structure of artifacts and social organizations are these hunks of mediating structure. Thinking consists
of bringing these structures into coordination with each other such that they can shape (and be shaped
by) each other. The thinker in this world is a very special medium that can provide coordination among
many structured media, some internal, some external, some embodied in artifacts, some in ideas, and
some in social relationships.

. . .. . . . . . .. . .. ... . .. .
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